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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Committee is asked to review the Trusts EPRR 2019/20 progress plan.  
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(based on the NHS England definitions) the Trust has embraced business 
continuity challenges with EU Exit, CoVid-19 alongside the usual business all 
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response 
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6,10,13,14 & 20) and the Health & Social Care act 2012. 
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Foreword 

Under the Civil Contingencies Act (CCA 2004) Ashford & St Peters Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust (ASPH) is recognised as a Category 1 organisation. All Cat 1 organisations are required to 
demonstrate effective planning and response procedures are in place to manage a wide range 
of incidents; whilst ensuring core critical business is maintained at all times.  

The Emergency Preparedness Resilience and Response (EPRR) core standards have been 
designed to help all Cat1 organisations understand their roles and responsibilities when planning 
for and responding to a number of incidences according to the below levels 1 - 4   

Incident Levels  

Level 
1 

An incident that can be responded to and managed by a local health provider organisation 
within their respective business as usual capabilities and business continuity plans in liaison 
with local commissioners.  

Level 
2

An incident that requires the response of a number of health providers within a defined 
health economy and will require NHS coordination by the local commissioner(s) in 
liaison with the NHS England local office.  

Level 
3

An incident that requires the response of a number of health organisations across 
geographical areas within a NHS England region. NHS England to coordinate the NHS 
response in collaboration with local commissioners at the tactical level. 

Level 
4

An incident that requires NHS England National Command and Control to support the NHS 
response. NHS England to coordinate the NHS response in collaboration with local 
commissioners at the tactical level. 

This year due to Covid/national state of emergency the usual core standards assessment process 
has not been mandated; instead requiring NHS organisations to provide evidence of CoVid learning 
(Phase 1) and how this is being used to support both phase two and preparations for winter 
Response. This report also details Major incident response plans reviewed/created, including 
training & exercise schedules during in 19/20 



Introduction 

The Emergency Preparedness Resilience & Response (EPRR) annual assurance process looks 
to assess Category 1 (CAT 1) organisations (& the NHS as a whole) against the NHS EPRR Core 
standard domains:  

 Duty to assess risk 
 Duty to maintain plans 
 Command & Control 
 Training & Exercising 
 Response procedures 
 Warning & Informing 
 Cooperation 
 Business Continuity 
 Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear (CBRN) 
 Deep Dive 

The EPRR assurance process (2018/9) ASPH achieved a substantial rating. Gaps in 
assurance for 2019/20 included business resilience/risk mitigation, climate change and 
alerting/response mechanisms, in the event of flood risks. A detailed work plan (See 
appendix B) details progress against the respective standards 

This year, NHSE has recognized that Cat 1 & 2 organisations have been responding to a 
significant Level 3 and 4 incident (CoVid Pandemic), requiring activation of command and 
control structures and testing business resilience; triggering activation of local business 
continuity plans and re-assignment of organisational priorities.  

In preparation for both CoVid wave two and winter pressures, the Trust carried-out a thorough 
and systematic review of phase one Covid-19 learning. The review process 
(organisational/divisional) was facilitated via both hot and cold debrief sessions. Each  
division presented key changes to service provision, patient pathways/redesign to the Trusts 
Executive Committee (TEC). (See appendix F for summary of key learning) 

Alongside the above the trusts annual winter plan helped to sets out the organisations planning 
and response for ensuring effective winter resilience and included enhanced focus on;  

 Front door (ED),  
 Inpatient LoS 
 Discharge care pathways.  
 Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) 
 Quality of care and patient safety.  

See appendix E for Divisional Winter Resilience Planning Template)

C3 - (Command Control & Coordination) arrangements  
In order to maintain full oversight of CoVid-19 response the trust set-up weekly, bronze, silver, 
gold, and Clinical Reference Group (CRG) forums. Cells have been designed to fulfil more 
detailed ‘task and finish’ working groups, with specific focus on Workforce, Estates, Discharge, 
Screening etc). These groups facilitate operational and tactical discussion and output; reviewed at 
Silver (to ensure appropriate oversight of risks/mitigation and escalated to gold as appropriate 
(See appendix C for current C3 structure) 

EPRR Accountability & Responsibility: 
The Head of Emergency Planning & Resilience reports to the Accountable Emergency Officer 
(AEO) - Chief Operating Officer (COO); working closely with all divisional clinical leads/heads of 
depts to ensure robust incident and business continuity response plans are in place. The MI and 
business continuity group meet monthly to review exercise, training and BC risks ensuring 
appropriate mitigation strategies are created to ensure continued organizational preparedness 
and response. (See appendix A for EPRR reporting structure and MI/BCP ToR).



Training & Exercising programme:  
Training, for operational (bronze), tactical (silver) and gold (strategic) ensures staff (at all levels of 
the command and control) structure to ensure staff have the necessary skills and competencies to 
secure an effective response to all incidences. For further detail on training & exercising 
undertaken during 2019/20 (see appendix D) 

In addition to the training and exercise programme the Head of EPRR & Emergency & Emergency 
Planning Officer also facilitated  

 Table-top exercises including EU Exit, CoVid-19, winter planning, and live 
Evacuation drills 

 Commex - Communications Exercises every 6-8 months. These exercises enable 
the trust to test internal mechanisms for communicating at (Bronze/Silver and 
Gold) levels; both internally and externally 

 Live Exercise. The Trust was due to hold a live exercise during 2020 however due 
the NHS declaration of a Major Incident (MI) the Trust has been able to adequately 
demonstrate incident command and control responses in response to the CoVid-19 
pandemic. 

Policies/plans/procedures updated/reviewed/created  
All plans listed below are accessible via the Trustnet and are reviewed annually (supported by the 
Emergency Planning Officer): 

 Major Incident Plan (MIP): The Trusts MIP (including relevant action cards) are 
reviewed and updated annually. Key additions include Mass casualty Response and 
new NHS England definition for MI 

 On-call Policy (Silver & Gold) 
 Flu Plan  
 Corporate Business Continuity Plan  
 Fuel Vehicle Plan 
 Lockdown Plan 
 Evacuation Plan
 Adverse Weather Plan 
 Countermeasures Plan 
 Trauma Delivery Group Meetings: Monthly to monitor/audit Trauma Unit clinical 

delivery
 Bronze, Silver & Gold Core competencies
 Trauma Operational Policy
 CoVid-19 Policy (including updated PHE/NHSE guidance via the Trusts Intranet 

platform)

Conclusion: 
The board is asked to be sighted to EPRR progress and continued organisational engagement to 
ensuring effective business resilience and incident response  



Appendix A  

EPRR Reporting Structure: 

MAJOR INCIDENT & BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING GROUP - Terms of Reference 
(ToR) 

Constitution 
The Trust Executive Committee (TEC) hereby resolves to establish a group to be known as the 
Major Incident & Business Continuity Planning Group (MIBCG). 

Authority 
This Group is authorised by the TEC to investigate any activity within its terms of reference. It is 
authorised to seek any information it requires from any employee and all employees are directed 
to co-operate with any request made by the Group. 

Membership 
1. Head of Emergency Planning & Resilience - Chair 
2. Head of Communications 
3. Estates/CSNP rep  
4. Facilities Manager  
5. A&E Consultant/Lead Nurse/manager (Major Incident Lead) 
6. Emergency Services Rep 
7. Therapies Representative 
8. HR Representative 
9. Emergency Planning Officer 
10. Infection Control Consultant Nurse 
11. Pathology Manager 
12. Maternity – rep 
13. Ortho, Med & Surgery – service managers 
14. PGEC Manager 
15. SABP/Runnymede Emergency Planning Managers 
16. Theatres rep 
17. Pharmacy Manager 
18. Vol Services 
19. Optivio housing Rep 

Quorum 
A quorum of 10 is required to conduct the meeting to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers 
and discretions invested in or excisable by the group.  It is essential that the following are in 
attendance at all meetings: 

 Head of Emergency Planning or Emergency planning Officer 
 Representative from Operations 
 Representative from A&E 

Frequency and Conduct 
The Group will meet monthly. The meetings will be no more than 1 hour.  The frequency could be 
increased as external events direct. Items for the agenda should be submitted to the Emergency 

Major Incident & Business 
Continuity Planning Group 

Trust Executive Committee 
(TEC) 

Trust Board 



Planning Officer a minimum of 10 days before the meeting.  The agenda is to be distributed to all 
members one week before the meeting. 

Duties
1. To ensure the Trusts ability to respond to major incidents and emergencies of all types – 

CBRNE, Flu Pandemic, Heat wave, Adverse Weather, Flood, Fuel Shortage, etc whilst 
maintaining business continuity as far as is reasonably practicable. 

2. To ensure that the arrangements made by the Trust meet the requirements of the Civil 
Contingencies Act, national and Surrey Local Resilience Forum guidance in respect of;  

2.1 Plan Contents 
2.2 Testing 
2.3 Training 
2.4 Exercising of plans 
2.4.1 A live exercise every three years 
2.4.2 A table top exercise every year 
2.4.3 A communications cascade every six months 

3. To develop and revise the Trust’s Major Incident Plan (MIP) and Business Continuity Plans 
(BCP), ensuring that the Trust can respond effectively to a Major Incident/Internal Incident, on 
any day and at any time.  Ensuring any organisational changes are reflected in the plan. 

4. Ensure that the Trust meets its requirements of the Civil Contingencies Act, that being: 
- Assess local risks and use this to inform emergency planning 
- Put in place emergency plans 
- Put in place Business Continuity Management arrangements 
- Put in place arrangements to make information available to the public about protection matters 
and maintain arrangements to warn, inform and advise the public in the event of an emergency 
- Share information with other local responders to enhance co-ordination 
- Co-operate with other local responders to enhance co-ordination and efficiency  

5. To ensure that all communications systems are in place to support the Major Incident Plan. 
6. To be the focal point for all matters related to emergency planning. 
7. To report to the TEC on an annual basis regarding emergency planning, exercise reports, 

training and testing the Trust. 

Key Responsibilities
1. To ensure that all Divisions and Departments provide effective input into the development of 

the Major Incident Plan and other associated plans, and that the individual responsibilities of 
managers and departments are identified. 

2. To ensure that all Trust staff are aware of and understand their role in the event of a Major 
Incident and receive appropriate training to fulfill those roles. 

3. To agree and plan all major incident exercises (as noted in point 2.4), and to ensure debriefs 
take place.  To receive reports following all exercises, building lessons learned into the 
relevant Trust’s plans. 

4. Identify resource implications by ensuring the Trust is able to discharge its statutory 
responsibilities in respect of responding to major incidents and emergencies. 

5. Ensure effective 2 way communications with the Surrey Local Resilience Forum. 

Reporting Lines 
This Group will report to the Trust Executive Committee (TEC) 
The Group will receive reports from the Pandemic Flu Groups and Winter Planning meetings as 
required. 

Monitoring The Chair is to provide an annual report to the Trust Executive Committee (TEC).



Appendix B 
EPRR Assurance Work Plan – 19/20 

Dom Title Issue 2019 R
a
g 

2020 R
a
g 

8/42 Evacuation 
(Multi-dis & 
Multi-agency 
response) 

The Trust carries out 
local fire evacuation 
training exercises 
involving all 
wards/depts and 
critical care units.  

The Trust considers 
full site evacuation a 
risk as it cannot be 
assured (by partner 
organisations) 
whether they would 
have sufficient 
immediate capacity to 
respond to a large 
incident. 

Continuous live 
exercising for 
priority clinical care 
areas; (linked to the 
local fire strategy 
training schedule. 

Onward transport of 
evacuees still a 
concern as SCAS 
PTS provider does 
not have this built 
into the contract 
and SECamb would 
be unlikely to be 
able to meet 
demand in a full 
scale evacuation  

Recent exercises/incidences have 
revealed the on-going need to 
ensure staff are fully equipped with 
the necessary skills to manage an 
incident requiring evacuation of 
patients. The upper floors - Abbey 
and DoK wings are a particular risk 
as there would be a requirement to 
use a stair well to evacuation 
particularly vulnerable patients 
(NICU/COE/Bariatric). On-going 
training has supported local 
changes to fire risk 
assessment/strategy/response 
following identification of risk and 
mitigation strategies  

9/49 
Business 
Continuity 
Planning 
(BCP) 

The Trust has a 
Corporate Business 
Continuity Plan which 
describes core critical 
business functions. 
Divisions are 
expected to carry-out 
annual reviews of 
their Business via the 
completion of an 
Impact Assessment 
(BIA).  

On-going review of 
core critical 
business continuity 
plans (reviewed as 
a minimum 
annually). 

Divisions require 
on-going support to 
ensure robust plans 
are developed 
following completion 
of Business Impact 
Assessment (BIA) & 
identification of risk  

During 19/20 the Trust has reviewed 
all divisional preparations in 
preparation for EU exit; resulting in 
improved resilience specifically 
regarding evidence for supply chain 
resilience and enhancing 
awareness for divisional leads in 
effective BC management. Since 
CoVid 19 the Trust has been able to 
test and enhance a number of 
business mitigation strategies to 
ensure core critical business can 
continue. Much of this learning will 
now be incorporated into the Trusts 
over-arching BC Plan as well as 
local divisional/business plans 

9/54 
Business 
Continuity 

Generator back-up to 
the radiology dept, 
which could impact 
on ensuring effective 
clinical diagnostic 
assessment (in the 
event of a prolonged 
outage. 

Business continuity 
plans have been 
developed ensure 
any risk to patient 
safety is mitigated, 
including temperary 
divert of trauma to 
local Trusts 
(following 
consultation with 
SECamb & the 
SWL&STN) 
including stroke etc 

This is an on-going piece of 
electrical works to improve BC for 
the whole of the SPH site. Currently 
on the corporate risk register. The 
imaging dept however do now have 
the ability to access alternate 
generator back-up (as a recent 
electrical back-up) to enable longer-
term infastructure to support full 
electrical/generator resilience. 
Incident in Abbeywing in March 20 
identified issues with UPS to NICU: 
currently being addressed by 
estates 

9/12 
Adverse 
Weather 

Gap in flood 
risk/alerts and climate 
change within 
Adverse weather plan 

Plan updated to 
inclde climate 
change risks 

 Risk assessment carried out for 
flood risk to ASPH. The Trust is an 
area of low risk however is located 
to Chertsey which is recognised as 
a high flood risk area. Flood alerts 
now added to EPRR incident 
cascades  and recognition of impact 
to staff getting to site included in 
local risk assessment 



Appendix C 

CoVid-19 Command & Control Structure 

Gold command

(x1 weekly)

Silver Command

(x1 weekly)

CRG (x1 weekly)

Cells (Bronze)

Estates

Tom Smerdon

Chris Bell

Work force

Louise Mckenzie

Colleen Sherlock

Discharge 

Andrea Lewis

Ellen Bull

Staff Screening/testing

Paul Bostock

Divisional ADOs

Beds

James Thomas

Anne Carey



Appendix D                                                                                          Training & Exercise Schedule 

Title/Group 

Priority 
rating 
High/ 
Med/

Staff Groups Dates 
Comments 

Clinical Site Team MI Training  High  Bronze  
 On-going Review of action cards and MI response for new team members 

Senior Support Manager MI 
Training  

High Silver  
Monthly 

Monthly training meetings for SSM group 
Competency training x 3 sessions for new SSMs  

Director on call MI Training High Gold  
Monthly 

Monthly training meeting 
Initial training X3 sessions for new DOCs  

Introduction to Major Incident 
Response - Staff Induction 

High 
Bronze, 
Silver & 
Gold  

Monthly 

18/9/20 
23/10/19 
16/9/20 
7/10/20 

 Monthly presentation at induction. 
Information leaflet & staff member at the induction market place. 

MI Training for F2s 
MI Training for F1s 
MI Training for F2s 
MI Training for F1s 

CBRN: PRPS training High Bronze  On-going Donning & Doffing of PRPS (ED) 

CBRN: Decontamination 
(Dry/Wet) 

High  Bronze  

 1/4/19 
3/6/19 
11/6/19 
28/6/19 

14/8/19 WCH
23/9/19 
30/9/20 
2/10/20 

Dry & Wet Decon capability inc Tent ED, Porters, estates) 
As above 
As above 
Woking Community Hospital Capability 
As above for ASPH 
WCH Review 
As above for ASPH 

UTC MI/CBRNe Training High Bronze 
17/10/19 Dry & Wet Decon capability 

Call Centre Training 
 mediu

m 
Bronze 

7/8/19 Training of staff to man additional call centre in event of large scale incident 

Commex (6 monthly)  High 
 Bronze, 

Silver & Gold 
5/6/19 
16/6/20 

Communications exercise 



Fire Evacuation Exercises High 
Bronze, 
Silver  

23/4/19  
29/4/19  
19/6/19  
30/7/19  
21/8/19  
11/9/20  
27/1/20 
19/6/20 
18/9/20 
9/10/20 

ITU 
Repeat Test for ITU & Main Theatres 
Swan Ward 
Urology & Discharge Lounge 
A&E 
Heron & Repeat for Urology 
Woking Community Hospital 
AMU 
Falcon & Swan Ward 
UTC 

Loggist Training 
 Mediu

m 
Bronze 

Silver & Gold 
On-going Refresher Training sessions for loggists on-going 

External Exercises Medium        Silver 

28/5/19 
5/6/19 
5/7/19 
9/7/19 
9/10/19 
6/2/20 
17/2/20 
10/3/20 
12/3/20 

17-20/3/20 
27/8/20 
1/10/20 

Exercise Roving Storm – Esher 
Exercise Concorde 
EPRR Exercise Surrey Heartlands 
Surrey & Sussex LHRP Cyber “Lego” Exercise 
Surrey & Sussex LHRP EU Exit Workshop 
Placeholder South East Regional Exercise 
Exercise Comet Planning Guildford 
LRF/LHRP Covid-19 Exercise Epsom Racecourse 
Exercise Comet Planning 
Exercise Novus Coronet 
LRF Exercise Health Break 
Exercise Asclepius (Covid-19 Vaccination Programme) 

Table Top MI exercises (annual)  High 
Silver & 
Gold  

30/9/19 EU Exit Table Top Exercise 

MI LIVE Exercise (3 years) High  
 Bronze, 

Silver & Gold 
March 2020 

Responding to the National Level 4 Incident – Covid-19 replaces the need for the 
MI Live Exercise. 

Jessip Principles  High 
Silver & 
Gold  

For all on-call managers  
METHANE now included in action cards 

RDN (EPRR) 
 Mediu

m 
 Silver 

Quarterly 
RDN EPRR Group 

MI & BCP Meetings 
Medium Bronze & 

Silver  
Monthly 

MI meeting with dept heads including review of BCP and action cards 

SWL&STN meetings Medium Silver Quarterly Review of TU policy & procedures with MTC (SGH) 



Covid-19 Response High 
Bronze, 

Silver & Gold 

4/2/20 
6/3/20 
9/3/20 
25/3/20 
11/5/20 
2/6/20 
3/6/20 
4/6/20 
8/6/20 
9/6/20 
10/6/20 
17/6/20 
18/6/20 
24/6/20 
2/7/20 
14/7/20 
20/7/20 
12/8/20 
16/9/20 

AMU & A&E Covid-19 Walk Through Exercise 
Covid-19 Staff Briefing SPH 
Covid-19 Staff Briefing AH 
Covid-19 UTC Walk Through 
Covid-19 Debrief Lessons Learnt So Far 
Therapies Covid-19 Debrief 
Estates Debrief 
Pharmacy Debrief 
CNSPs/SB/PALS/Nursery/Phlebotomy/BSPS Debrief 
Imaging Debrief 
Women & Paeds Debrief 
External Partners Debrief 
Workforce Debrief 
A&E Debrief 
ITU Debrief 
Comms Debrief 
NCP Team Debrief 
Nursing Staff SPH Debrief 
Nursing Staff AH Debrief 



Appendix E 

Divisional (20/21) Winter Resilience Planning Template 

Division:  

Key Theme Proposed Actions

Bed Escalation Options (if appropriate)

Workforce Planning (Drs/Nurses/AHPs) 
Ie: 

 Ensure 7 day ward cover clinical & nursing/AHPs 
for the critical 2 week extended holiday period 
(21st – 4th Jan) and beyond 

 Flexible employment practices are in place which 
enable staff to meet peaks in emergency demand 

 Managing AL/Staff sickness 

 Recruitment 

Maintaining 4-hr Target

Admission Avoidance

 Joint working arrangements to be in place to avoid 
inappropriate hospital admissions



Managing OOHs/peaks in demand

Maintaining OPD Services

Maintaining Planned Activity

 Systems are in place to avoid the cancellation of 
urgent operations 

 Elective work is planned to take account of 
expected peaks in emergency pressures and still 
deliver waiting list targets 

Specialist Areas
Management of critical care, including NICU/other 

Supplies/specialist Equipment

Estates works

Discharge Planning

 Timely review of patients (at senior clinician level – 
in & OOHs) 

 Appropriate discharge from hospital working with 
all community based teams 



Appendix F 


